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概要:

At landﬁll sites, monitoring methane gas is the major method to supervise and validate

landﬁll sites stabilization and safety. The results that previous methods generate by sophisticated
sensors and show on a monitor display can confuse workers due to the mismatching between digital
and actual gas positions. Therefore, we introduce Augmented Reality (AR) technology that can
display the gas visualization over the real environment directly to check the gas position more easily.
In this paper, the calibration method superimposes the virtual image onto a real experimental ﬁeld
and preliminary experimental results are reported.
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1.

Introduction

more eﬃciently, engineers develop several gas distribu-

While most gases are invisible by human eyes, people

tion mapping algorithms to ﬁnd out the emission point

in technical ﬁelds need to observe the gas characteristics

[4]. However, the mismatching between digital graphs

to predict its behavior. In a speciﬁc scenario, visual-

and the real environment can confuse workers where the

ization of gas is required, such as in landﬁll sites and

actual position is. A method that uses an infrared ﬁl-

chemical plants. In this research, we will use landﬁll gas

ter visualizes gas directly by using a camera [3] remotely.

as an example to detect.

Virtual reality (VR) technology is another way to im-

Landﬁll gas is produced during decomposition after

age gas models with simulated environments using Head-

the organic waste is buried in the municipal waste land-

Mounted Display (HMD). However, wearing a VR head-

ﬁll. The component of landﬁll gas is approximately 50

set only shows graphics information and leaves the user

percent of methane (CH4 ), and 50 percent composed of

blind to the real world, making Augmented Reality (AR)

carbon dioxide (CO2 ), hydrogen sulﬁde (H2 S), etc. [5].

come. As the combination of the eﬀorts from previous re-

All these gases are harmful to human health and the en-

search, AR technology aims to explore the visualization

vironment. For example, hydrogen sulﬁde can pollute

technique for gas detection for the eﬃciency of ﬁnding

groundwater, soil near the landﬁll site. Among all these

gas sources with people and robots.

landﬁll gases, methane gas has been continuously focused
on because of its ﬂammability and global warming poten-

2.

tial, making methane the major factor of greenhouse gas.

2.1

System Overview
Measuring Device and Display Device

The ability to catch and keep heat in the atmosphere of

The system we developed is shown in Fig.1. We used

methane is 21 times greater than carbon dioxide. Moni-

a laser gas detector, motion capture cameras, and an

toring methane is the main way to supervise stabilization

AR Head-Mounted Display (HMD) to visualize detected

of landﬁll sites and conﬁrm the safety of landﬁll sites and

gas information (e.g., gas concentration and position) in

surrounding areas.

near real-time. The user wears the AR HMD (Microsoft

Traditionally, the chamber method is applied to moni-

HoloLens 2nd generation) and holds the laser methane

tor methane’s concentration value by placing it at a spe-

detector (Laser Methane mini SA3C32B-BJ, Tokyo Gas

ciﬁc gas emission point [6]. To apply the chamber method

Engineering Solution), hereinafter referred to as LMm,
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centration refers to the density of methane detected by
LMm; gas is the location where the gas is approximately.
The visualization model we developed has 3 types:
ball, bar, and cloud to ﬁt diﬀerent scenarios, such as gas
simulation inside detection process or data analysis after
detection.

Color We use the RGB model to display gas concentration that R (red) changes from 0 to 255. For example,
a redder model (R-value is closer to 255) displays a higher
図 1: Our proposed gas visualization system: a

user wears the AR glasses while using a gas detector. Detected gas information is converted into
graphics visualization displayed through the AR
glasses.

gas concentration and vice versa.

Size We use grid resolution as the bottom size of each
visualization model, then other parts of size (e.g., height)
change depending on gas concentration value. For example, the larger the gas concentration value is, the higher
or bigger the visualization model represents. The height

moves within the cover range of infrared motion capture cameras (OptiTrack Flex3, NaturalPoint Inc), hereinafter referred to as Flex3. The system collects gas information from LMm, and location data from Flex3, where
the user points to LMm. Then, after the calculation of
gas parameters and conversion to visualization param-

of bar and cloud, and radius of ball Vsize is calculated
based on the gas concentration Gconcs and maximum gas
concentration value Gmax in the target detection ﬁeld,
and maximum size of visualization model Vmax inside
the target detection ﬁeld. The formula we generate to
calculate the size is shown as follow Equation 1:

eters, the ﬁnal gas distribution is displayed on the AR
HMD. When the user is not online, the robot can act as

Vsize =

oﬄine detection to continuously monitor and supervise

Gconcs
× Vmax
Gmax

(1)

the ﬁeld’s safety.

Position The position of the cell in which LMm is

2.2

pointed and the approximate location of detected gas.

Tracking System

In the motion capture part, Flex3 can capture any light

2.4

System Workﬂow

whose wavelength is longer than 800 nm by applying an

The workﬂow of our system shows in Fig.2. There are

IR pass ﬁlter. Inside Flex3 software, the target object

3 parts of our system s workﬂow: data input, data calcu-

can be captured by a 3D model built by a captured light

lation, show models. The majority of our system is built

spot. Therefore, we use sphere markers with 3M 7610

by Unity which contains all calculations and model cre-

Reﬂective Tape, which can reﬂect acceptable light, be

ation. Gas concentration values from LMm and motion

captured at any angle, adhesive them on LMm, and let

data are sent to Unity through a WIFI connection. After

Flex3 provide LMm s position and rotation data. De-

the calculation and model s creation, the visualization

pending on these motion data, the gas’s position where

is sent to AR HMD through a WIFI connection. Finally,

LMm is pointing and detecting can be calculated success-

the visualization appears inside the user’s view.

fully.

2.4.1

2.3

Gas Measurement and Mapping Visualization

Calibration

There are 2 separate coordinate systems in our system:
Flex3 coordinate system and Unity coordinate system,

The measured value obtained from LMm is expressed

which share the same coordination with the AR HMD

by the methane column density, which means LMm inte-

system. The y axis of both Flex3 and Unity coordinate

grates all detected gas concentration values on the whole

systems point up. For the accuracy of the ﬁnal visualiza-

laser path. In other words, it isn’t easy to independently

tion model s position represented inside the user’s view,

get the value of the gas concentration of points directly

calibrating these 2 independent coordinate systems are

from LMm. Therefore, we grind our target detection ﬁeld

signiﬁcant. We develop a procedure to calibrate these 2

to 3D cells and map gas concentration into cells.

systems. We make a calibrator that Flex3 can capture,

To visualize gas distribution, we use a couple of visual
eﬀects to show the characteristics of the gas, such as gas

and a virtual calibrator in Unity is the same as a physical
calibrator, shown as Fig.3.

concentration, grid resolution, and position. Gas con-
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図 4:
図 2: Workﬂow of our system.

A virtual green target ﬁeld lays on the

ground. Bars are created at the laser pointing
position. The color and height represent gas concentration. The blue menu stays inside the right
corner of the user view.
A virtual green target ﬁeld lays on the ground at the location of the physical target detection ﬁeld. A white cube
the same size as LMm with a red laser follows LMm s
movement and notices the connection between the real
and virtual world. While the user moves LMm, points
inside the range of the target detection ﬁeld, the model’s
size, color, and transparency belong to this pointed grid
changes in near real-time depending on the received gas
concentration value.
2.4.2

Mode Switching

There is a virtual menu inside the user’s view (Fig.4)
so that the user can always ﬁnd it once the user wants to
図 3: The calibrators for system calibration: (a)

switch the visualization modes. When the user wants to

virtual calibrator; (b) physical calibrator with

switch the mode, use their ﬁnger to click the virtual menu

markers.

or call the wanted mode s name; the mode is switched
and continues the detection.

The user moves the physical calibrator until it is aligning with the virtual calibrator (they are completely su-

3.

perimposed), the system records the position of the phys-

3.1

Experiment Field Setup

The experiment ﬁeld setup diagram is designed as Fig.5,

ical calibrator s Ppos , the rotation degree of the physical
calibrator on the y-axis Prot , the position of the virtual

Experiment

which is made in an indoor environment. The target de-

calibrator Vpos , and the rotation degree of the virtual cal-

tection ﬁeld is set to a region of 2.0 × 2.0[m]. Around the

ibrator on y-axis Vrot , respectively. Then, the diﬀerence

target detection ﬁeld, a 3.0 × 3.0[m] region is set as user

between Prot and Vrot (Drot ), Ppos and Vpos (Dpos ) is cal-

activity space. Both the user activity space and target

culated. The calibration matrix is shown as the following

detection ﬁeld are covered by the detection of Flex3 from

Equation 2:

diﬀerent directions. We set a grid for the target detection
ﬁeld by dividing it into 10 × 10 grid resolution with 0.2
[m] intervals.

PU nity =

cos(Drot )

0

sin(Drot )

Dposx

0

1

0

Dposy

− sin(Drot )

0

cos(Drot )

DposZ

0

0

0

1

During the whole process, the user is only allowed to
× PF lex3

tion process, to conﬁrm the pointed cell receives accurate
(2)

After calibration ﬁnishes, the user can start the detection procedure. The view of detection is shown in Fig.4.
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図 6:

Final gas distribution visualization:

(a)

physical experiment ﬁeld with 3 methane bags;
(b) visualization result represented by bar mode.
fully capture gas-existing areas on the ﬂoor and display
the virtual bar visualization at the corresponding posi図 5: Schematic drawing of the experimental ﬁeld.

tions in the real world.
We will apply our system to a real gas leak situation in
future work and investigate eﬀective visualization modes

There are 3 airbags (0.2×0.3m) with diﬀerent methane

for ﬁnding gas leaks quickly.

concentrations set in target detection ﬁeld as shown in
Fig.5, 30,000 ppm (3%) methane gas source (red point
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